ring but look what is happening.
Does JacpppuanwY be going to alla
are attending
a

go

go on without

so

changed

Global
in-

youth
nor any
children as if they are going off to
war.
ago

This whole show is for the benefit
of cementing the leadership and
world control into the cartel and
Zionist hands.

a
a
see, things
are now in order for it to be a
win/win situation for all the elite IF
the citizens of each nation in eruption can be brought to quiet.
Frankly, Israel is the only “problem
structed and kept in line by the one
I suggest that
things may be set up without immediate war. Do not now discount
war; for that is not what I am saying. I am simply unfolding the new
possibilities.
Listen to that which
was said in the UN Council and that
which your President has said this
day as well as response from Iraq.
Do not just listen to words--go beyond the words and look at what is
being shown to you.

have
Saddam
weapons?
Of course, established
and ready to fire on command.: Do
not be blind, litfle lambs--mass deis desiredYET!

He only wants the
manipulators to raise the
price of oil--which they have, get
their pipes out of his fields--which.
they will, and be allowed to leave
Kuwait without any restrictions or
payoff of damages created in a
monetary manner.
Note how the
worded
wherein it states that Saddam must
pull all Iraqi troops out of Kuwait
and return the government to the
prior control of the ousted leadersdoesn’t say anything about restitution for any damages.
Now, we
have UN authority to do anything
in the line of “negotiations” regardless of how it appears. There
need be no negotiations with Saddam for they have already been
completed. If the U.S. keeps Israel
under control Mr. Hussein will

.I

v

COALITIONS

OF EVIL

You have set up a situation wherein
through the appearance ‘of world
“need” the nations of the world
have united with the most, heinous
terrorists. And, furthermore, it can
come under the heading of “look
what you made us do” and “look
how hard we tried”. The whole
maneuver is to lock in the One
World Order--Global
2,000 Plan
and it has worked like perfection to
this point.

uppecmum
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of

ww-

his

sending

America’s

finest
He said there

was

a

a

_
4

a.
a
100%
his people
Whatever

from the
you may

a
ability
attempts of the Arabs to establish
truly
independent

.
pondering concern over the possible
deaths of your children-and
then
emphatically that it is the right and
duty of the President
to decide
Let me remind you--3M--

Who do you think will need those
body-bags? Do you think it was just
a maneuver to help the economy
and profit margin of 3M?
BY THE WAY--ABOUT
BUSH’S MILITARY
EXPERIENCE

.

President Bush says to you the
people that he knows all about war
and fighting for he was there and

who originally wrote
the following in memory of the
abandoned
and
lost
crewmen
whose names are not even known.
QUOTE:
. ... 1

will be discussing
the
treachery of George Bush and
his Administration
pursuant to

anonymity,.only to die in an unfortunate
motorcycle
accident
in 1935.
a warrior,
listed in the Naval
on
his 18th birthday, only to get
called up unexpectedly to fight
the Japanese. While his father
was financing Hitler, and ESSO
Standard Oil was providing the
ESSO 100 octane fuel for the
German fighter planes, George
was
Grumman
flying
a
Avenger,
a Navy Torpedo
Bomber which he had named
“Barbara.”
This plane had a
crew of 3: pilot, radioman-turret gunner, and a tailgunner.
The crewmen were sealed in a
compartment that could not be
opened in flight because of the
tremendous
pressure
of the
airstream
against
the door.
Bush was assigned to the light
aircraft carrier USS SAN JACINTO.
Hit by Japanese antiaircraft fire, George Bush panicked and bailed out leaving his
two crewmen to go down with
t be plant, knowing that no matter how frantically they pushed
against tbc door, they were
2
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so his men could get out
safely.
Lawrence
of Arabia was a
schpltir and a great military
loved him.
He was’a first-class writer as his
Seven Pillars oE Wisdom clearly
establish. Bush, in contrast, has
no
and every one
of his speeches is prepared for
him by pro-Zionist ghost write=, including his famous “I
Have A New World Order For
You!” speech of recent disgusting memory.
The aim of
King Arthur and the Crusades
was to free the Holy Land for
Christian rule. Quit& properly,
Lawrence wanted to return the
Holy Places to Arab rule as I
interpret
God’s promise
to
Abraham through his son IshThe
mael in Genesis 17:20.
Palestine Prince is one of those
twelve
Princes
of Ishmael.
Bush and his Zionist friends do
not want the Holy Lands in either the Christian or the Ishmael-Arab hands, but want it
turned over to the Babylonian
Zionists,, those who call themselves Jews but are not, but are
of the synagogue olSatan.
isn’t
that why you Judco-Christians
voted for Mr. Bush?
Dharma,

Kl 1 sr 12

please just continue

in the

.

a

a

Or-

At that
time, Iraq
going
to

some
1961,
Iraq,
put

2, 1990, 75%

a

Hussein

says that Iraq will not
go

a

recognize
to withdraw

there.

The little section of the

calls itself Iraq.
1956,
always in contention.
in
trol.

and

the

time
on, however, Iraq has prepared
2, 1990, knowing
stand

Since about
then
He owns,
is
seen

Going

back to the period of
established a “protectorate”
over
Kuwait to see to it that the
same Sabah family remained in
control of that area of the
world’s oil supply. The northern frontier with Iraq was established by British survey in
1923, but still remained a part

Satan for their promotion of world Zionism, Iraq had
the money to buy all the war
materials and other items it
needed.
The Soviets were
more than willing to oblige
them.
So were many of the
western nations, including the
United States. Yes, for years
America has help* build Iraq’s
3
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SHIELD,

has been in the plana
The NEW YORK TIMES of
April 3, 1990, reported that the
System
Selective
Service
(known locally as the Draft
Board) has been under full
begin
a
24
1990. Why? Listen carefully!
Pay attention!
They are planning a “final war to end all
wars” that will be so terrible
that the whole world will agree
to the New World Order with-

a
George

employees
Bush,

is

a

50

supervise
Henry

100,ooo
”

.

a

patriotic

man that

Bush

reports

to is

from the Kissinger

swearing

derstand?
ward.” At that exact moment, and from then on,.
you who do
volunteer, do not step forward, but remain fast in
.. your tracks and do not
move. If you do not inove,
you are not in “that man’s
Army”. No, they will not
inform you of this one fact
about volunteering.
They
will be angry, and may “talk
to you for a day or two” to
get you to take “that one
step” but
remain
adamant, they must, by law,
life. (Hatonn: Please, I ask
that you who have been inquiring of me as to what
you can do if you do not
wish to serve--here is a very
good point indeed!)
. ..put
them
training, and
Arabia.

Order instructions are carried
out in’ detail, efficiently, and
timely.
Scrowcroft
is Bush’s
National Security Advisor, and
Eagleburger
has the cover of

you

through
basic
assign them to

I am fully aware of the fact that
further deployment is now illegal under the War Powers Act,
a 60 day limit that expired on
October 7, 1990. Under U.S.
Law, our troops must be returned home

Since we are under

United Nations, that is, the
Order
place on January 19, 1989, in
Moscow,
the

control is very tight.
HOW DID ALL THIS COME
ABOUT?

void! It is moot! It simply no
longer applies!
You should
have understood that fact when
Bush sent the Armed Forces
into Panama and captured the
lawful Head of State and put
him into a US prison. Much as
I hate Manuel Noriega and the
drug-pushing
creeps
around
him, such an Act,
understandable,
is unthinkable
under the former International
Law of Sovereign
Nations.
What will it take to wake
Americans up?

I will not have time to document and comment on the Soviet involvement
in pushing
“their ally” Hussein to the border of Kuwait. Saddam wanted
to do that ever since the British
humiliation
in 1961 when
Kuwait became independent of
Huseveryone except Qrael.
sein did not want open warfare
with the US, however badly he
In mid-July, he
hates us.
moved 30,000 troops to the
Kuwait border. After they were
in place, Hussein summoned
America’s Ambassador to Iraq,
Ms. April Glaspie, to his office.
She told Hussein what had
been her instructions from the
Kissinger New World Order
“We have no
Task Force:
opinion on the Arab to Arab
like your
border
conflicls,
agreements with Kuwait.” She
then told Hussein that she had
to return to Washington for
consultations
and lelt almost
immediately.
To the average

Others have asked us, “Who
calls the shots?”
They state,
“Obviously Bush is not capable
of keeping up with all that’s
going on, and seems confused,
having mixed signals, etc.”
I
told you on page 29 (of the
above named document)
who
calls the shots, just as I told you
in my
written 16
I have not
months
ago.
changed my opinion, and further data has only enhanced my
position.
The primary man,
4
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1:

.

s

a

a

a
a

Hussein

9, 1990,

YORK TIMES of October
1990, these
of October

10,

1,199O:

body else did--that

a

the

they wanted to see the former
ruling family of Kuwait return
to power.

take all of Kuwait.”
Read
are the “nobody else did”? She
Hussein to take some of Kuwait,
but not afl of Kuwait. Having

with the standard Zionist position that suggests the Bush
Administration’s misjudgments,
etc. A couple of weeks later,
the NEW YORKER picked up
another Kissinger-Zionist
New
World Order slogan, which we
have also heard from President
Bush, is to the effect that Hussein and his associates “are becoming war criminals in the
classic Nurenburg sense”.
Of

1986,

fact has been completely covered up in the
media.
Under Kissinger’s directives,

seems

indifferent

to

inevitable defeat. Our American soldiers seem casual, as is a
football team whose score in
the 4th quarter is 57 to 6. The
Kissinger Team knows all about
what I am going to reveal on
these last pages and they are
saying nothing about it. The
considered by
your government
as ~LASSIAmerican
people
or
the
American
servicemen’
now
OPERATION
serving
in
DESERT SHIELD.
END QUOTE
And now comes a major reason for
giving forth this information in our
own publication--even
though I
have given it to you prior to this: B’e

go
1bd

dren:

of the information

i

given

a
a

a
which
38
so-called chemiWorld War One, and thousands
from
and other

where

this

information

.
the decision to move now to
put this New World Order in
place at once. To accomplish
this, over the objections
of
freedom-loving
Americans,
is
to bring about one more war
wherein, according to Defense
Intelligence sources, there will
be 19,000 to 38,000 American
Toward this end,
casualties.
the USSR has given massive aid
to Iraq in the form of technical
know-how, war materials, and
financial help. This war, carried out under the name of
DESERT SHIELD, was strategically planned in the Kissinger
offices in Manhattan and in the
Mossad headquarters
in Tel
Aviv, Israel. So confident are
these
refer to
as their New
World Order capital, when everyone knows that Tel Aviv is
the capital of Israel.

a
document
unwieldy

become

so long and

this is not my intent or purpose,
mail all of you the docuand
ask for support and linkage to give

way to achieve unity and action.

page of the document regarding
organophosphates,
i.e.
ANTHRAX.
You must know that all
sides
into this “game”
with
full deck in case planning
goes awry which it can at any juncture
and beyond the weapons I have
outlined prior to this, is available
and ready for use against your chil-

ANTHRAX is one of the most
horrible deaths known to man.
It takes a soldier 48 hours to
die, and death is certain.
I
make no excuse for the horror
* 6

When was the last time that the
United
Nations ever had a
100% agreement on
at
When
the Security Council?
was the last time all the Rethe
and
all
publicans
Democrats
ever
agreed
on

1

a

a

.
would

_
.*
writing but I would prefer to
delay further description until later
for we are so stacked up with urgent material.

intensified.

So,
.
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PERSPECTISB

a

is doing what to whom but
there are clues, not the least of
which is bdrne in the. very seal

and the price of this current
projection is indeed heavy and irreversible. Look and listen carefully
for the hour-glass is empty! Salu.
Dharma, allow us a break and I will
outlay that which I wish to followon with this document. Thank you,
chela. Good morning. Hatonn to
clear, please.

ON SURVIVAL

I Am Korton. I come in the Light
of Holy God
Immanuel Sananda and my fellow
aspects of God, humans
upon
Earth.
Let us begin with the continued activities of the U.S. military and the
Russian Cosmospheres
that are
present within your Edward’s Air
Force
mander Hatonn has been in contact
with the military leaders of both
these nations, the commitment to
use us as the focus to create an incident continues. It is obvious that
the minds guiding this flow of sequential pushes toward us are determined and, even though the military leaders understand now to a
greater extent what they are confronting than they did a few days
ago, it is clear that they are following the guidance that they are being
given.
Again

we

stress
.

7.

here

that
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group to stay close within the area
and to stay in constant focus of
maintenance of your shields. ,Tis
not the time to question the validity
of
reality, but to come into undera
role in the sequential playing of
God’s hand in the game being
s
played out.
.

Though

we have

all manner

of

key players, even then we are also
somewhat surprised at the audacity
of
this stage, but we must all remember that man’s plunge into evil has
carried him far beyond even that
which Satan sanctions.
However,
neither is he going to put i stop to
one of his humans that would carry
his plan forwarp with the creativity
that he, Satan, lacks. Neither will
he make any effort to protect or
salvage these ones. They are way
out there on a limb of their own
projection; if robotoid, it is a distortion within the original human be12

a
a
a

a

a
a
a
a

a
.

.
tions to happen without

your con-

subject

Why is it so difficult to get

.

**I;**

referred

to in the first seg-

a
1
a
a
DESERT
fully program self and the compleof
the darkness from your expression
.

SHIELD

AND

THE

will be further information given by
the publisher regarding this document.
I
a

a
a

a
instructions

there

is

Here you
words, but the reaction
not serve you, instead
a survival
instinctual
that allows for instant

perfect
you to constantly
you.

acknowledge

and

It is within this

comfortably touch the ring finger.
Each time that is done it can be a
reminder to the subconscious and
not even a conscious thought is required to interrupt what you are
doing.
This is purposeful
intent!
Even a slight recognition of that intent will do it. There are other
ways to create your own reminder
or “habit.” Is that not what the subconscious is, a collection of habits?
It is your mind, change it and use it
for your own purpose. What better
8
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to the publisher.

I have covered all of the subjects
herein in great detail and reference,
however, it is long past time that
you ones join in unity and focus on
the matter at hand in some type of
succinct fmmat.
We shall attempt
to “star” (*) footnotes as we move
along for we shall not present this
in Nord Davis’ exact style of print.
Further, I ask to spare indentation
to preserve space as well as the
deletion of quote marks in effort of
SC 12

18, 1917,

1921,

a

a
Churchill to use his influence
correct what they considered
great

to
a

11, 1947.

with

.

ago

a.

War I, which
later historians noted that the major European Powers did not want,
and which could have been easily
avoided.
of whether
WWI was triggered by the assassination on June 28, 1914, of Archduke Ferdinand of Austria or not, it
some Power had seen
to it that a succession of threats and
countermoves
ultimately
brought
about the “War to End All Wars”.
The more subtle and deceptive siogan was “To make The World Safe
For Democracy.”
Unknown
to
most Americans even today, the
real reason for America’s involvement in World War I was the then
Top Secret “Balfour Declaration”.
Secretly, on April 5, 1917, the
British Government
sent its Foreign Secretary,
Rt. Hon. Arthur
James Balfour to the United States
to notify the Woodrow Wilson Administration that the British Government was prepared to officially
endorse political Zionism, provided
they would bring America into the
war on the side of the Allies. Sixty
days later, on June 7, 1917, the first
American troops landed in France,
and American blood began to flow

tine!

From a Christian American
point of view, it is certain
that Germany had no intentions of
ever invading and conquering the
United States!
Germany was no
threat to our American homeland
whatever.
Yet our American men
bled and dig in other peoples’
wars, for the benefit of political
Zionism.
Again, not to impinge upon the motives of our American soldiers, or
the
still lie beneath the poppies in
Flanders Fields of France, I ask,
what is so Red-White-and-Blue
patriotic about bleeding and dying so
that France would not be annexed
by Germany
Jews might get a homeland in
Palestine? My dad was a WWI veteran and he never understood why
he
ropeans have been fighting over
their national boundaries since before the advent of the Roman Empire, for heaven sakes! Well, such
logical thinking fell by the wayside,
and a host of patriotic songs were
penned. The Zionist Irving Berlin*
wrote a bunch of patriotic songs
and with “Hinky Dinky ParlayVoo”, “Over there!” and “K-K-KKaty”; America was conned into the
first war that was clearly none of
our business, and in violation of the
9
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stated,

a

and

by William Guy Carr,
Page 104.
Fellow Americans, you cannot understand the Iraqi “Crisis” today
without the knowledge of the Balfour Declaration and the part that
political Zionism, as distinct from
Orthodox Jewry, plays in this entire
Anyone who attempts to
matter.
understand the Arab question from
only what has happened since August 2, 1990, will continue to stumble around in the dark.
World War I began, as has the Iraqi
“Crisis”, with both sides shouting
belligerent rhetoric and diplomatic
muscle-flexing
like
immalure
schoolboys.
The press had a Cield
day back in 1917, but there was
12

do
2

a
a
a
a

ox

a
.

it

a

United States, mouthing

such non-

a
ceptable.
a
a
a
z

250
a

a

a
Attack, Michael Dewar of the International
Institute
of Strategic
Studies on Harry Smith’s CBS
stated,

that
American
announcement
troops were going to be sent, the
so-called experts insisted that it
would never be done! Schlesinger
had stated
on CNN’s
DAYWATCH:

and

a
24

and

ago,
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THE HITLER-HUSSEIN
COMPARISON
I found
Media

rather revealing that the
a

1948,

*

a
50
the

and

ago

3,
1990,

a
Bible
scholars know, was a grandson of
Japheth and not of the line of
Shem, and hence not the prophetic
people of the Bible. Skeptics under
the deceiving racist Jewish propaganda, can verify this by reading
Genesis, Chapter
10 where the

the cover with the caption “Defying
Hitler.” This is a special double issue on World War II, and while I
have written previously about the
Zionist background of our military
involvement again so soon against
Germany, I think that I should draw
some comparisons that USN&&VI?
failed to point out. It is so important, in fact, that without under11

v

what Admiral Domvile called a
“Messianic Age’ so thtit World
a
Palestine, could enforce their toworld. To achieve their goals, according to Admiral Domvile, they
would control both Zionism and
the leaders
of “anti-Semitism”.
They would control both Commu12

1983,

Holy

1986
a

a
a 112
entirely

unsuspected

a
by

1917.

It is
fundamental
Christianity.
through this covert Zionist activity,

end this right here, chela,
writings in this segment. Go ahead and print this porand we will
continue on a new document.
We
to
a step ahead so be pawith us. It is more important

stand as a nation of free people?
Well as your saying goes: “It is not
over
it
possible
How fitting--just

Before
we continue,
Dharma,
please allow me to make note of
news
which will likely be
missed
It

les& than one day from the
go
high gear against Palestine.
PI&e
note that there is tremendous
unrest building against the Arabs for
of
of the government in the

“Take me out to

yond games of Cowboys and Indians/Bows and Arrows; you are liable to blow your planet right out
of orbit this time! I ask my ones to
be on ready alert this week and in
total attention--please
refrain from
anything which will dull your alertness for it
no gatherings or strangers for this is
one of the most critical periods thus
far in your experience.
I shall be in
connection at all times as will the
other Command units--remain
in
shielding, please, and ready for departure should it become necessary.

Order to be set up in Jerusalem, is
the Will of God on the earth.
When
such
men
as Winston
Churchill and Rev. Jerry Falwell**
publicly proclaim
that they are
Zionists, it is time. for the sober
stop and take note as
to what is happening to your country. If you cannot accept this idea
from me, let me quote one of
Zionism’s top spokesmen,
Rabbi
Martin Seigal, as reprinted in the
New
Jan. 18, 1972,
page 32:

a
a

us with a

Let us continue where we stopped
off at the last segment.
QUOTE:

cutting
Palestinian work force
by
than half and these will be
very carefully screened.
Hold your
breath, chelas, the next few days
shall be intensively dangerous with
all potential available for earth upheavals as well as military action- in
a massive manner.

”
*
1
a
2,

$5.00
24

still
$1.00

By the way, how many of you realize the “Wailing Wall” in Jerusalem
at which the “Jews” pray is not a

Feb.
9,1883
**
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a

a study of both of

a
calls
,..,

112

go
book
go
22
11379

$12.50.
a

a

was

Wilson,
that

a
of
A far wiser generation
abandoning American Sovereignty to a
Nations.

dent Wilson and Rev. Jerry Falwell
could claim
Christian. Is the Light going on?
*

son retired

a

to his Neo-Georgian
Row
today
in the center-of the Wilson Mansion
of Nations flag. Can you imagine
it? It has a central disk made up of
Pointed Star of International
ism.

a

Zion-

Moving on now to those events surin
World War II, let me make this
statement: In spite of all the prodo.

any
to attack
States or
make us a part of his Third Reich.
Hitler did not want war with the
United States and our country was
under no threat, militarily or economically, from even a Nazi conquered Europe. As occasional visitors to my office and library can attest, I have one of the largest libraries on history and world events
around anywhere. In the library, I
have more biographies
of Roosevelt and Adolph Hitler than of
any other two people. I have made
50

(H: And so
be it for it has been done. Could it
account for the downfall of other
Evangelists, perhaps? Ponder upon
the past events, please.)
The above quotation (Rabbi Martin
Seigal) is only one from Jewish
sources which promote the same
thing, and disclose how they intend
to use Christian ministries and their
Zionist
Political
Action
Committees to get our Senate and
Congress as well as the President,
to adopt their objectives as their

J3'

H:

AI-IO!)
HOLOCAUST
In STAR WARS, I pointed out the
origin of the Zionist-Yiddish word
Holocaust. It is not a German word
at all, and in Yiddish .,means “a
burnt sacrifice to a god.” It has always puzzled me as to why what
happened t@ the Jews in Hitler’s
Germany should be called a burned
sacrifice to a god, knowing that
there was no such intent on the part
ol Hitler to sacrifice these Jewish
people to Almighty God. The an-
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book,

daring
a
go

1985, a
a

a
a

quered

They

Europe.

then,
only

then,

can

we

However,

begin

and
within

that

truth

can

allow

you
a
a

The

average

reader to this pamreeling from the
awesome statements above, and I
a
historical facts. You need to
a
Schonfeld’s
book, m

a

Book after book is now being released, by Orthodox Jewish authors,
which have the courage to tell the
morbid story that the Holocaust
was just another Zionist operation.
a
a few Americans

my statements,
uneducated

and those of Ben

Orthodox

Jews

were

back (sic) to
1000
become
Schonfeld
true!

to be known as The
Rabbi
insist that it is absolutely

Malkeil Greenwald,
researcher quoted in

a Holocaust
has

have any interest

a
can and sit back and watch
Monday Night Football. Now, their
sons, brothers and husbands are
sweating in the Middle Eastern
deserts and neither the soldiers or
the football fans know why they are
there!. By the time you get through
this pamphlet, you will know why
and it just may be the best 25 cents
you ever spent. Thank the generous patriots of the NORTHPOINT
TEAMS for making it possible.
(H: I wish to further thank the
hundreds of participants who work
endlessly and tirelessly {well, not
quite tirelessly)
in our work in
bringing forth the truth with us of
‘>
Vol. v
#ll&
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a

As you are beginning
to see,
America’s involvement
in World
War II had little to do with any
threat against America, or any ego
trip by Hitler and his National Socialists who needed to expand their
agricultural land and economic base
in order to sustain their failing soIt had to do with
cialist system.
providing the Zionists with land in
Palestine from which the eventual
New World Order would be directed. These people do not play a
simple game of checkers as with
Elephants vs Donkeys, but serious
chess with the world at stake. The
12
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200,

DeRoosevelt

every

dent

a

Senator

and

your

Congress

t$at

foremost

objective.

To

that

year

for

foreign

the
end,

4
would
.. .. . .

aid.*

of

bring it about? Doesn’t the end justify the means in the minds of all
anti-Christ peoples?
So that the astounded or bewildered
reader may
fully comprehend
the Satanic plan
being promoted
by world Zionism,
let me quote another
of their popular leaders, the Zionist
Rabbi Israel Miller,
as reported
in the

”
is it then

Israeli

a

there.

Who

just

that

is responsible

01

15
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How is the Zionist goal of
the Judaization
of the world being
brought about?
Quite simply, it is
being done by Christian
ministers,
from
the most
well-known
TV
evangelists
down to the preacher
in
your home town who is a covert
Zionist or who, through deliberate
abysmal ignorance
still thinks that
the anti-Christ
Zionist
is one of
‘Q 12

God’s
Rabbi

Chosen People.
Rackman’s

Here

is
comforter

as we walk this danger-

The Phoenix
($15)
The

Express Vol’s I & II

is $10 per JOURNAI,
10%
4
6.75%
$3.25

a
$1.00
$2.00

$1.00

Salu, Hatonn to clear.
or
*+*****

very pleased

Are you beginning to see why it is
vital for you to understand the variof
the. earth in respect to what. the
Bible has to say.about them? How
game if you cannot iden@ The
Players? If you do not understand
what little can be written in this
pamphlet, how are you going to
stand against sophisticated Zionist
ministers who point you to glaringly
obvious anti-Christ peoples and insist that they have a legal, historical,
or theological right to the land of
Palestine that they stole by force,
and whose Ashkenaz forefathers
never okned in the first place? To
his credit, Jerry Falwell openly and
positively admits that
is a Zionist. .Most ministers, Catholic priests
and Mormon Elders do not.
END QUOTE.
Dharma, the computer
is again
eating our work so we shall close
for this day. As the computer is
monitored
and copied the documents are tampered with and signals given for removal
of information--this
is why the tedious
editing--to make sure we have it all
in final print. No one said the road
would be easy, chelas, but God also
said that he would never Sive you
more

than

you can bear.

So be it,

your Local Distributor.

to announce

the Phoenix Journals, will be a
guest
speaker
at the
Global
Sciences Conference
that is being
held in Orlando, Florida on January
31 through
February
3, 1991.
George will be spe+ing on the very
latest informatiph, from the extraterrestrials concerning ou; nation
‘and planetary situation. There ‘will
be a workshdp
scheduled
with
George where specific details will
be carefufij
outlined.
All in
attendance
will be both shocked
and
fascinated.
For
details:
303/4.52-9300
SOME

$20
13 issues
(including back issues for the period) or $75 per 52 issues.
Send orders
and Payments
to:
America West Distributors,
P-0.
Box 986 Tehachapi, CA. 93581.
For credit card orders Telephone
729431.

Gifts that help enlighten humanity
make the best gifts of all. Isn’t that
what Christ came for? What better
way is there for you to celebrate
His day than to spread His Truths
with gifts of JOURNALS
AND
EXPRESSES?

OF TIiE PHOENIX
JOURNALS:

TIME

Space Gate
Spiral To Economic Disaster
From Here To Armageddon
Survival Is Only Ten Feet From
Hell
AIDS, The Last Great Plague
Satan’s Drummers
Privacy In a Fishbowl
Cry of The Phoenix
Crucifution of The Phoenix
Skeletons In The Closet
R.R.P.P.*
*Rape, Ravage, Pillage and Plunder
of the Phoenix
Rape of The Constitution
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FOR RENEWALS

For you who subscribe on a quarterly basis there are o’nly 1 MORE
Please renew now so you
have all the latest news without interruption.

TRUTH WILL SET YOU FREE

You Can Slay The Dragon
The Naked Phoenix
Blood And Ashes
Firestorm
In Babylon
The Mossad Connection
.

1

800
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